Turn off ‘In-App’ Purchases on an iPad

Turn off/on ‘In-App’ purchases on your student’s iPad, please follow the steps below:

1. Open up the Settings Icon on your student’s iPad and tap on restrictions

2. You will then be prompted to set a password that will only allow you to manage the restrictions. If you wish to go down this path, please ensure that it is different to the lock code that will lock the iPad from use.
3. Swipe the button at ‘In-App Purchases’ to ensure that this is turned off.

4. You’re done.

**Please note:**

You can also manage the:

- Content Ratings for Applications, Music, Movies and TV Shows
- Set the desired time to request your Apple ID Password after an app has been installed. (If you don’t want your children to install other apps in the 15 minute window, set this to always).
- Turn off/on the ability to install or delete apps.
- Turn off/on the ability to use FaceTime (a wireless video calling/messaging service)